CHECK OUT PILSENER HAUS & BIERGARTEN ON UNTAPPD TO STAY UP
TO DATE WITH OUR DAILY MENU CHANGES AND NEW RELEASES.

KÖ S T R I T Z E R

P I L S E N E R HAU S O R I G I NA L
Pale and crystal-clear with a dense, foamy head. Floral notes and
some faint honey sweetness on the back of the tongue make this
a light and effortlessly drinkable pils.
4.8% ABV (GERMANY)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

This king of the German Schwarzbiers has been a steadfast
champion among rich, dark beers. Spiked with chocolate, roasted
nut and coffee flavors, it is often regarded as Germany’s version
of Guinness.
5.6% ABV (THÜRINGEN, GERMANY)

PILSNER URQUELL
“The Original since 1842.” The grandfather of the world’s most
popular style pilsner. A deep, burnished gold with a spicy floral
Saaz hop & complex maltiness.
4.4% ABV (PILSEN, CZECH REPUBLIC)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

Rich amber bock beer brewed with imported Munich and
Pilsner Malts and fermented with a rare lager yeast. This beer
has a deep malt character and body with a hint of toffee in
the aroma.
7.5% ABV (BUTLER, NEW JERSEY)

RADEBERGER PILSNER
From the first brewery in Germany to brew pilsner in its traditional
manner back in 1872, this crisp, fluffy-headed golden lager is brisk
in bitterness & mellow in malt.
4.8% ABV (RADEBERG, GERMANY)

RAMSTEIN MAIBOCK

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

HOFBRÄU MÜNCHEN MAIBOCK

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

B R AU FAC T U M P R O G U S TA
This IPA is red in color with a highly aromatic taste. Fruity apricot and
orange notes along with hints of elderberry blossom and cashew nuts
are spiced up with mild curry and a dash of ginger, and brought out by
delicate sweetness and a balanced bitter note.
6.8% ABV (FRANKFURT, GERMANY)

1 /2 L: 9 L: 15 P: 21

S C H Ö F F E R H O F E R G R A P E F RU I T

The success story of Munich’s oldest bock beer goes back as far as
1614. With its powerfully aromatic flavour and its alcoholic content
of some 7.2% volume, Hofbräu Maibock marks one of the high
points in the beer-lover’s calendar!

This hazy, orange colored wheat beer has strong citrus and tropical
notes. Bold and sweet, this hefeweizen/radler is distinguished by its
prominent grapefruit flavor and creamy head.

7.2% ABV (MÜNCHEN, GERMANY)

2.5% ABV (FRANKFURT, GERMANY)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

STIEGL

HOFBRÄU DUNKEL LAGER
This is the first type of beer brewed in Hofbräuhaus when it was
founded in 1589. Malty and full bodied, with notes of cocoa yet
not a heavy lager, the HB Dunkel is a real classic.
5.5% ABV (MUNICH, GERMANY)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

FRANZISKANER HEFE-WEISSBIER
Distinct banana, pear, and bubble-gum esters, along with mild clove
aromas, mark this as a classic Bavarian hefeweizen.
5% ABV (MUNICH, GERMANY)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

Once a favorite of Mozart’s, this full-bodied, well-rounded golden
lager shows a typical European bouquet, magnificent head and
pleasant, thirst quenching finish.
4.9% ABV (SALZBURG, AUSTRIA)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

W E I H E N S T E P HA N E R H E F E - W E I S S B I E R
From the world’s oldest and most legendary brewery at
Weihenstephan, Germany comes this heavenly, unfiltered wheat beer
with a big bready base, filled with banana, toffee and tropical fruit.
Drink it – it’s a world classic.
5.4% ABV (FREISING, GERMANY)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P:19

STRONGBOW CIDER

5% ABV (HEREFORD, ENGLAND)

This pale gold witbier with a cloudy and gorgeous tall crop of
snow-white head is really not like any other beer. Its natural spice
aromas of coriander and bitter orange peel are added during the
brewing process. Just sip it.
1/2 L: 8 L: 14 P: 20

I N R O TAT I O N

(Find out our selections from your server/bartender or check
the bottom of the chalkboard.)

I PA

With high levels of alcohol and hops galour, this most romanticiced
style of beer inspires the fiercest of debates.
(PRICE AND SIZE VARY)

LOCAL

We are proud to offer you some of the best local brews on draft. Made
local, shipped fresh.

OKTOBERFEST
An original Oktoberfest bier boasting a beautiful amber color with
typical malt aromas defined by the malting of various barley from
the Bavarian countryside, complemented by a pleasantly light hoppy
note- a taste sensation for every beer connoisseur.
5.5-6% ABV (GERMANY) 				

R E I S S D O R F KÖ L S C H
Very light in color, this slightly malty & fairly soft palate beer has a
dry finish. The Kolsch is fermented with an ale yeast but matured at
cooler “lagering” temperatures to combine an ale’s fruity complexity
with a lager’s crispness.
4.8% ABV (COLOGNE, GERMANY)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

(PRICE AND SIZE VARY)

B L A N C H E D E B RU X E L L E S

4.5% ABV (BRUSSELS, BELGIUM)

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

A blend of bitter-sweet cider and 50 different varieties of apples that
are grown in both England and France.

FRANZISKANER HEFE-WEISSBIER DUNKEL
Deep and dark colored, covered with yeast. Brewed with darker
roasted malt, which adds some maltiness to the refreshing flavor of
the Hefe- Weissbier.
5.3% ABV (MUNICH, GERMANY)

1 /2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

1/2 L: 7 L: 13 P: 19

SELECT RELEASE

Always something new, fresh, special or a true diamond in the rough.
(PRICE AND SIZE VARY)

1/2 L: 8 L: 14 P: 20

ASK YOUR SERVER OR BARTENDER ABOUT OUR CRAFTS ON ROTATION AND OUR SELECT BOTTLE & CAN RELEASES

PA L E A L E S

AMERICAN CRAFT B OT TLES & CANS
BE LG IA N – ST Y L E

OSKAR BLUES DALES PALE ALE

Brewed with hefty amounts of European malts & four
kinds of American hops, it delivers a blast of hop aromas,
a rich middle of malt & hops, and a thrilling finish.
6.5% ABV (LYONS, CO ) 7

WESTBROOK ONE CLAW

Rye pale ale made with a heavy handful of malted rye &
scoops of our favorite hop varieties.
5.5% ABV (MOUNT PLEASANT, SC) 6

VICTORY GOLDEN MONKEY

Brewed in the Belgian Abbey style, with a golden
hue & complex, intriguing blends of spices &
aromas.

Straw colored wheat beer with a kiss of
fresh watermelon.

9.5% ABV (DOWNINGTOWN, PA) 8

4.9% ABV (SAN FRANCISCO, CA) 6

VICTORY SOUR MONKEY

A tastefully twisted “Golden Monkey” that offers
nuances of sweet fruit, and a sharp tang of tartness.
9.5% ABV (DOWNINGTOWN, PA) 8

STONE RIPPER

Sourcing both Cascade and Galaxy hops, this
dry-hopped pale ale is made for boht lovers of resinous
green buds and rip-curling surfers.
5.6% ABV (ESCONDIDO, CA) 7

OFF COLOR APEX PREDATOR

In this brewing process, they pitch the yeast cold,
turn off the temperature control, and let the yeast
do it’s thing.
6.5% ABV (CHICAGO, IL) 7

PORTERS & STOU T S

OFF COLOR TROUBLESOME

FOUNDERS PORTER

Dark, rich, & sexy. Chocolate malts & four varieties of hops
make this a very full flavored ale.
6.5% ABV (GRAND RAPIDS, MI) 7

A blend of two different beers. The first is the
somewhat interesting wheat beer and the second is
an overly acidic & funky beer fermented solely with
lactobacillus.
4.3% ABV (CHICAGO, IL) 7

NORTH COAST OLD RASPUTIN
RUSSIAN IMPERIAL STOUT

Rasputin seems to develop a cult following wherever it
goes. It is a rich, intense brew with big complex flavors
and a warming finish.

EVIL TWIN MISSION GOSE

It’s tart, slowly, low in alcohol and probably
the most refreshing beer you’ll have.
4% ABV (BROOKLYN, NY) 6

SIX POINT RESIN IPA

6.5% ABV (STRATFORD, CT) 7

A beer that celebrates the extraction of hop resin for
a concentrated, yet balanced brew.
9.1% ABV (BROOKLYN, NY) 8

ALESMITH IPA

Starts off with pleasantly strong hop flavors,
balanced by a firm malt backdrop.

L AGERS

STILLWATER ARTISANAL YACHT

7.25% ABV (SAN DIEGO, CA) 6

An elegant, crisp & hoppy session lager. The light &
refreshing pilsner malt body delivers an abundance of
floral, spice and grass driven hop flavors & aroma.

BALLAST POINT SCULPIN IPA

This Gold medal winning IPA whose inspired use of
hops creates hints of apricot, peach, mango, lemon
flavors, but still packs a bit of a sting, just like the
Sculpin fish.

4.5% ABV (BALTIMORE, MD) 6

STILLWATER ARTISANAL CLASSIQUE

American industrial lager made with corn and rice.
Completed with pilsner malts, your favorite old-school
American hops and farmhouse
ale yeast.

7% ABV (SAN DIEGO, CA) 8

EVIL TWIN CITRA SUNSHINE SLACKER

4.5% ABV (BALTIMORE, MD) 7

FOUNDERS PC PILS

Classic Pilsner featuring Corn & Carapils malt, Chinook,
Cascade & Centennial hops.

4.6% ABV (NEW ORLEANS, LA) 7

ALLAGASH WHITE

Naturally cloudy, bottled with yeast, this
traditional Belgian wit, delicately balances full flavor
with a crisp, refreshing taste & subtle hints of spice.
5.5% ABV (PORTLAND, ME) 7

AVERY LILIKO’I’ KEPOLO

Luscious, juicy, tart and like no other! Adding tropical
island flair to a spicy traditional witbier, Liliko’I Kepolo
erupts with monumental passion fruit aroma & acidity
along with a sublimely
succulent finish.
5.4% ABV (BOULDER, CO) 7

AUSTIN EASTCIDERS PINEAPPLE CIDER

I PA’ S

Mixture of locally-roasted Ethiopian/Sumatran beans and
a rich oatmeal stout under pressure using a German-built
“Brewnik” device.

ABITA PURPLE HAZE

Brewed with real raspberries, this what beer has a fruity
aroma, tartly sweet taste & a subtle purple color and
haze. Since raspberries are added after filtration, you
may see fruity pulp in the body.

CIDERS,MEADS & OTHERS

9% ABV (FORT BRAGG, CA) 8

TWO ROADS ESPRESSWAY COLD BREW
COFFEE STOUT

W H E AT B E E R S

21ST AMENDMENT HELL OR HIGH
WATERMELON WHEAT

Despite the bitterness, lack of power & insuperable
aversion to any kind of extravagant labor, this session
IPA has a charming charisma, and perhaps even
more loveable.

Golden, ripe and delicious pineapples have been married into
our dry cider to give you a refreshing pineapple experience.
5% ABV (AUSTIN, TX) 6

DOWNEAST CIDER ORIGINAL BLEND

Made from a variety of fresh pressed Maine apples
including Red Delicious, Yellow Delicious, McIntosh,
Cortland and Gala apples.
5.1% ABV (BOSTON, MA) 7

JERSEY CIDER WORKS IRONBOUND HARD
CIDER

Fresh pressed New Jersey apples give this cider its bold,
fresh taste, but also supports our local networks of
family farms.
5.2% ABV (ASBURY, NJ) 6

B. NEKTAR ZOMBIE KILLER

Made with tart cherries, apple cider, & Michigan honey, this
Mead is refreshing and balances the sweetness by the
tartness of the cherries.
6% ABV (FERNDALE, MI) 15

4.5% ABV (BROOKLYN, NY) 6

5% ABV (GRAND RAPIDS, MI) 5

I M P ORT E D B OT T L E S
LA CHOUFFE

AUGUSTINER EDELSTOFF

Golden helles/pils hybrid w/ an easy balance of sweet
malt & citrus hops. High-class product of the old Bavarian brewing art.
5.6% ABV (MUNICH, GERMANY) 7

Golden ale, spicy, lightly hoppy with evolving taste.
Bottle re-fermented & unfiltered.
8% ABV (ACHOUFFE, BELGIUM) 9

LINDEMANS PÊCHE LAMBIC

Exceptional aroma & a delicate palate of peaches with
undertones of fruity acidity define this beer.

BAYERISCHER BAHNHOF ORIGINAL
LEIPZIGER GOSE

Refreshing, slightly sour taste and is ideal for quenching
your thirst. Gose is brewedwith the additional ingredients
lactic acid, cilantro and salt.
4.6% ABV (LEIPZIGER, GERMANY) 9

BFM SQUARE ROOT OF 225

Square root 225 saison historically is the little sister of
the Bon-Chien, a slightly sour and bitter rustical saison
aged in oak barrels for about 4-5 months.
5% ABV (SAIGNELEGIER, SWITZERLAND) 12

DUCHESSE DE BOURGOGNE

Also known as “The Burgundy of Belgium,” it is a blend of
8- & 18-month-old ales following careful maturation in
oak casks. 100% natural & unpasteurized.
6.2% ABV (VICHTE, BELGIUM) 10

EINBECKER NON-ALCOHOLIC

Full-flavored connoisseur’s beer brewed in the pilsner
style, whereby the alcohol is carefully extracted afte
maturing.
0.5% ABV (EINBECK, GERMANY) 6

GREEN’S DISCOVERY GLUTEN-FREE AMBER ALE

Nice interplay of hoppy bitterness & sweetness in the finish, with a dense head that retains body remarkbly well.
6% ABV (BAILDON SHIPLEY, ENGLAND) 12

4% ABV (VLEZENBEEK, BELGIUM) 11

LINDEMANS FRAMBOISE LAMBIC

Magnificent aroma & a delicate palate of raspberries
with undertones of fruity acidity define
this beer.
4% ABV (VLEZENBEEK, BELGIUM) 11

MALHEUR 10

Re-fermented and bottle-conditioned Belgian Ale with
gold color, honey-like texture & slightly
hoppy-dry aftertaste.
10% ABV (BUGGENHOUT, BELGIUM) 10

ORVAL

A Trappist Ale with a yeast strain that leads to superb
dry complexity. Sunset-orange color, fruity & slightly
acidic bouquet.
6.9% ABV (VILLERS-DEVANT-ORVAL, BELGIUM) 11

PROFESSOR FRITZ BRIEM 1809

A traditional interpretation of the “Berliner Style”
Weisse with an intense blend of lactic tartness and
complex fruitiness.
5% ABV (FRIESING, GERMANY) 9

SAISON DUPONT

A pleasing pale straw color with a dense, creamy head.
Full-bodied & malty, it sparkles on the
palate & finishes with a zesty hop & citrus attack.

SCHNEIDER WEISSE WIESEN EDEL-WEISSE

A huge white head that slowly reduces but never
completely dies. The aroma is banana and clove with
some ginger and a faint metallic smell. Organic.
6.2% ABV (KELHEIM, GERMANY) 9

SCHNEIDER WEISSE AVENTINUS

Dark ruby colored wheat doppelbock with a dine creamy
head. Strong notes of ripe bananas, raisins and plums,
meet licorice and roasty aromas.
8.2% ABV (KELHEIM, GERMANY) 9

ST. BERNARDUS TRIPEL

Pale amber color & a flowery, fruity taste with
harmonious balance between sweet & sour.
8% ABV (WATOU, BELGIUM) 9

UNIBROUE LA FIN DU MONDE

“The end of the world.” A bottle-conditioned beer,
triple-fermented through a blend of special yeasts, giving
this malt beverage an exquisitely robust flavor.
9% ABV (CHAMBLY, CANADA) 7

VANDERGHINSTE OUD BRUIN

Made with caramelized malts this beer’s flavor is
characterized by a harmonious balance of fruitiness of
high fermentation w/ the gentle acidity of spontaneous
fermentation beers.
5.5% ABV (BROUWERIJ BOCKOR, BELGIUM) 9

WEIHENSTEPHANER KRISTALL-WEISSBIER

The appearance is obviously a stark contrast to that
of the unfiltered hefeweiss, but the flavor holds up
admirably. Aroma smells prominently of banana &
clove, with some yeast.
5.4% ABV (FREISING, GERMANY) 8

6.5% ABV (TOURPES-LEUZE, BELGIUM) 11

20% GRATUITY INCLUDED FOR PARTIES OF SIX OR MORE
@pilsenerhausbiergarten

@pilsenerhaus1

@pilsenerhausbiergarten

Pilsener Haus & Biergarten

